
Monday 17 October 2016:
Picture Day (grades 10-12)
Wednesday 19 October 2016:
PSATs (No school for students not 
taking the exam)
Thursday 27 - Saturday 29 October:
7:00 pm - HHS Footlighters Present 
Antigone
Wednesday 02 November 2016:
7:00 pm - Concert Strings, Full 
Orchestra, and Chamber ensemble 
concert
Friday 04 November 2016
End of Quarter One From Student to Teacher: An 

Interview With William Johnson
*EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr Johnson replaces 
Mrs. Gordon as Hanover High's newest art 
teacher. 
Where were you before coming to HHS?
Last year I was working at the Richmond 
Middle School as a special ed assistant. I have 
been within SAU 70 over the last three years. 
The two years previous to RMS I had also 
worked as a special education assistant at the 
Marion Cross school. In addition to working 
as a special ed assistant I have also been 
working at HHS as a sports coach. I have 
coached five years of basketball, soccer, and 
tennis. In addition to that, I had a summer 
job at Cape Cod sea camps as an assistant art 
director. 
I have heard that you were once a student at 
HHS. Is this true?
This is true. I was in the class of 05, and I still 
see some of the faces around now that were 
here when I was. And no, I did not have Bill 
Murphy. I get that a lot. A lot of the teachers 
that I had and liked are still here, like Ms. 
Greene for art, Mr. Bourne for English, Ms. 
Postans, Ms. King, and Mr. 

Donnelly. 
What classes are you teaching this year?
I am currently teaching two sections of design 
class and a section of sculpture. In the spring 
I am teaching two sections of design again as 
well as a pottery course. 
What kind of art do you most enjoy creating?
I really like making things with my hands. 
I am really enjoying teaching the sculpture 
class, making plaster molds and press tiles, 
and I also enjoy working with clay. When I 
went to Alfred University for college I was 
really into ceramics, hand building, wheel 
throwing, and ceramic systems (using molds 
for ceramics). For me, anything that I use my 
hands with is a lot of fun. I was actually just 
working on this wax piece for my sculpture 
class, a jumping Spider Man (pictured below). 
The last project I made for myself at home 
was turning an old guitar body into a lamp by 
putting a fixture inside and lining the inside 
with a bunch of metal plumbers tape to make 
it more reflective. I like anything that allows 
me to           CONT P3
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Super Performances 
For A Super Cause

     Last Thursday, a band concert was 
held in the HHS auditorium to support 
CHaD, a charity with which most of 
us are familiar. The Children’s Hospital 
at Dartmouth cares for hundreds of 
ill children on a multitude of levels. 
Performed by the ever-talented Hanover 
High band collective, this concert was 
called Superbands. And super, it was. All 
the numbers performed were superhero 
themed, in conjunction with the iconic 
theme of CHaD Hero. All proceeds from 
the concert raffle were matched by CHaD 
Hero, in conjunction with Positive Tracks, 
a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
using athletic activity in order to fundraise. 
 The concert was opened by jazzy 
trio, The Dudes (Kai Renshaw, Bauti 
Gallino, and Aidan Marshall), who 
performed a piece while the audience 
filtered in. All three bands, Symphonic, 
Jazz, and Wind alike, entertained and 
empowered the audience       CONT.  P2
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      with numerous uplifting songs, such as 
both the Avengers and the Incredibles theme. 
In an interesting twist, the audience was able 
to hear a recording of bands’ first rehearsals 
before each song, in order to show how much 
progress the hardworking musicians had 
made. After an inspiring performance and a 
thunderous applause, the audience exited the 
auditorium with wa feeling of satisfaction. Not 
only were they able to hear great music, but 
they contributed to a heroic cause while doing 
it. 
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by Justin Zhou

"Antlers" by Audrey Lee

    The Council primarily discussed the March 
Intensive Service Integration Motion this 
previous meeting. The motion recommends 
all March Intensive courses to integrate a 
service component into their objectives by 
the year 2018. Previously, members have 
stressed that the spirit of the motion isn’t 
necessarily to change all March Intensive 
courses, but to make students aware of how 
community service can be integrated into 
activities. Concerns were voiced over how 
a community service component could be 
integrated into certain March Intensive 
courses, such as those that travel. Concerns 
were also voiced on how since Hanover High 
School is not requiring community service in 
order to graduate, there has been a gradual 
decline in Youth in Action involvement and 
that many students do not have the experience 
of community service. Members brought 
up that perhaps the reason for the lack of 
involvement in community service could have 
been because of inadequate amount of time 
or having the general idea that community 
service is insignificant. Members stated 
that this motion would give many students 
a chance to experience community service. 
A Service Ad Hoc Committee has been 
created to address community service at the 
high school with an initial focus on March 
Intensive. However, the March Intensive 
Service Integration Motion has failed with 
a vote of 33-2 against this motion and an 
abstention.
If Interested please visit:  https://sites.google.
com/a/hanovernorwichschools.org/hhs-
council/minutes  .
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Room 124 (Prince)
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Homecoming Victorious (Mostly)

  Another year, another Hanover High School 
homecoming come and gone. This year's 
event saw five varsity teams compete against 
competition ranging from rivals, Lebanon, to 
Trinity High School. 
    The festivities kicked off on Friday with girls 
varsity soccer all but decimating Trinity High 
School in a resounding 7-0 victory. The win 
was their tenth of the season so far. 
Later that night, boys varsity soccer faced off 
against Manchester Memorial High School 
in a thrilling match attended by students and 
staff alike. The boys came back from one goal 
behind to win in overtime. The end result was 

a 2-1 win for the Maraudewrs, whose record 
now stands at 11-2. 
Varsity volleyball recorded only their third win 
thus far against ConVal Regional High School, 
beating the latter 3-1. Things weren't as lucky 
for varsity field hockey, who were administered 
a 1-3 defeat by Lebanon on Saturday. 
To finish off what can easily be called a 
successful homecoming, HHS football played 
Sanborn High School under the lights. The 
result was 33-7 in favor of the Marauders, 
subsequently handing them their sixth win 
of the season. The victory leaves Hanover still 
with their 100% record intact, a feat that has 
certainly left people pleased (albeit baffled). 

by Sadhya Garg



Hurricane Matthew Rips Through Haiti:
    Hurricane Matthew devastated large 
areas of the Caribbean nation of Haiti last 
week, leaving at least 900 people dead and 
destroying or flooding many homes and 
roads. Although the storm has fully passed 
the country, Haiti now faces a long road to 
recovery. Several coastal communities are 
still cut off from the rest of the country and 
therefore have limited access to any outside 
aid. Meanwhile, many hospitals are too ill-
equipped to deal with the large number of 
patients coming in with injuries sustained 
during the hurricane. There are also fears that 
the damage done to sanitation infrastructure 
will result in an accelerated cholera outbreak 
across the country. Cargo planes have begun 
to arrive from the United States carrying 
relief supplies such as food, shelter materials, 
and water purification kits. 
    Hurricane Matthew caused quite a scare 
in the southeastern United States over the 
weekend as the then-category four storm 
began to advance into Florida with 130 
mph winds. Massive evacuation orders were 
given in coastal areas. Although it has since 
slowed down dramatically and is no longer 
classified as a hurricane, the storm continues 
to cause severe flooding in low-lying areas 
in North Carolina. At least 38 deaths have 
been caused by the storm so far in Florida, 
Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, 
and Virginia. 
Clinton and Trump Spar In Second 
Debate:
    United States presidential candidates 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump faced off 
once again on the debate stage at Washington 
University in St. Louis, MO, 

on Sunday. The candidates spent time 
taking questions in a town hall-style debate 
on issues like tax, energy, environmental, 
and foreign policies (among other things). 
However, the candidates spent much of 
the debate trading blows and insults over 
each other’s past judgement. Trump went 
after Clinton on the sexual harassment 
allegations that face her husband Bill and 
Clinton’s ties to wealthy donors on Wall 
Street (an issue that gained attention after 
bits of the transcripts from Clinton’s Wall 
Street speeches were leaked on the website 
WikiLeaks) while Clinton attacked Trump 
on the comments that he made in a recently 
revealed 2005 video in which Trump spoke 
about being able to use his celebrity status 
to grope and sexually touch women; this 
same video caused Trump to lose the 
support of many prominent members of 
the Republican      CONT. P4
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explore with and manipulate materials. 
What aspect of HHS have you enjoyed 
most so far?
It’s been great getting to work with kids in 
something that they really enjoy doing. Being 
a special ed assistant the last few years I’ve 
had to work with kids who struggle with and 
dislike parts of school. I’ve gone through that 
myself; I had an IEP in school and struggled 
at times, but I think that finding the arts 
program when I was here really helped me 
get through it. I want to make sure that 
students can have that same experience, 
learning what works for them and makes 
them want to come to school. 
What are your goals for this year? What 
would you like to accomplish?
The goal for me this year is to create a 
seamless transition into the High School. I 
want students and other faculty to feel like 
I’m already a part of this community. I’ve 
kind of already been able to do that because 
of all the kids I’ve worked with in the sports 
programs and I already get recognised by a 
lot of kids just walking through the hall. 
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"Spider Man," a wax piece Mr. Johnson has been working 
on for Sculpture

Current Events: 
Week of 10 October

by Hayden Smith

"Griffin" by Neve Monroe-Anderson

Everything is welcome - art, 
photos, articles, op eds etc!

Email broadside@dresden.us
or

Join us in the library conference 
room: Monday during activity 

period

SUBMIT YOUR 
WORK

Presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump in the second of three debates last Sunday 



       Matt Westelman, ‘18, is in the process of 
launching a new club at the school known as 
the Entrepreneur Club that aims at teaching 
interested students about running businesses. 
When asked why he was starting the club, 
Matt cited his concern over the lack of courses 
in which students could learn about business 
as a reason for his desire to start the club. In 
an interview, Matt also said, “We should be 
learning how to run our own businesses due to 
the amount of small businesses in Hanover.”
      Once the club is officially launched, Matt 
plans on doing a variety of activities to help 
students learn about the business world. He 
currently plans on using a special software 
program known as GoVenture CEO to allow 
students to simulate business planning and 
operations. One feature on this program will 
allow users’ businesses to compete against 
each other. Matt also plans on organizing 
discussions with local experts and visiting 
successful businesses in the Upper Valley 
in order to gain further insight on the local 
economy. Mr. Jamie Coughlin, the director 
of the Dartmouth Entrepreneurial Network 
(DEN), has agreed to serve as an adult mentor 
for the club and will allow to club to use his 
facilities on various occasions. 
    Matt is excited about the club and encourages 
any interested students to contact him and 
come to the club’s meetings, which will take 
place both during and outside of school. He 
also suggested that those interested in the 
club come to the meetings of the team that 
is currently developing a new school store 
called the Marauder Hut, which the club is 
currently collaborating with

Party. However, despite all drama of debate, 
one person did emerge from the debate with 
some positive attention: the red sweatshirt-
wearing audience member Kenneth (or Ken) 
Bone. 
Wells Fargo CEO Steps Down In 
Aftermath of Scandal:
    Wells Fargo CEO and Chairman John 
Stumpf has resigned from his job at the 

United States’ third largest bank following a 
major investigation of the bank’s illegal sales 
practices. The scandal began last month when 
regulators revealed that many Wells Fargo 
employees had illegally created over two 
million bank accounts in customers’ names 
without asking for the customers’ permission; 
they did this in order to make it appear as if 
there had been a boost in sales. As a result of 
this practice, many Wells 
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Fargo customers were charged for services 
and products that they did not use or ask for. 
In response to these findings, Wells Fargo 
was fined 185 million dollars by the U.S. 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau; in 
addition, the bank directed 5 million dollars 
to customer compensation. The scandal also 
led to the firing of over 5,000 Wells Fargo 
employees and a lengthy investigation (which 
included a Congressional hearing) of the 
company. Timothy Sloan will replace Stumpf 
as CEO and will likely face major challenges 
in attempting to rebuild the bank’s reputation. 
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